NEWSLETTER

H.O.G. Chapter 5079 Houston AREA #1 is sponsored by Mancuso Harley-Davidson.

Shake Off Covid-19 With Some Twisted Fun!
Hi everyone! We
have all been
cooped up this
year from COVID.
Most of us have
just pushed
ourselves away
from the table and
waddled over to
our favorite chair
to think about a
nap and quietly
anticipate when
the extra relatives
will be leaving.
I know we love
them, but it’s time
for everyone to
head home, right? We need some fresh air! So,
why don’t you join your Houston AREA #1 H.O.G.
Chapter family for a fantastic ride on the Three
Twisted Sisters this November?

We will be leaving on Friday, November 27 (yes,
the day after Thanksgiving...you may need to air
up those rear shocks). Our Road Captains have
planned an awesome ride and lunch stop. After
lunch we will head to the YO Ranch in Kerrville
where we have stayed the past five years.
The YO
LOVES its
AREA #1 Harley
family! They are
always excited
to see us and
happy to help
us with anything
we need.
Friday night
we will kick
back and relax
in the on-site saloon to discuss Saturday
morning’s ride to the Twisted Sisters. We will
leave bright and early on Saturday morning and
ride the Sisters and have lunch (possibly at the
Broken Rim).
On Saturday night, we will hop in the YO van
and head out to dinner at Mamacita’s Mexican
Restaurant (another traditional favorite) to
celebrate the end to an awesome ride in the hill
country. Sunday morning is checkout day – some
will head straight home, others might possibly do
some more riding to avoid coming back to reality!
So please, won’t you plan to join us? We would
love to make some awesome memories and
stories to take back to those that are stuck at
home with relatives, work, or just too full to ride
those twisted curves!
Hope to see you soon!
DONNA MOODY — ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
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Interview with Gary Blanchard
GARY BLANCHARD
GENERAL SALES MANAGER
MANCUSO HARLEY-DAVIDSON CENTRAL
How long have
you been with
Mancuso?
8 years
What did you do
when you started
at Mancuso?
Salesman
Which Mancuso
location did you
start at?
610 and Main
What kind of
motorcycle do
you currently
ride?
FXDWG Dyna
Wide Glide
What made you pick that particular
motorcycle?
It’s diverse
How many years have you been riding a
motorcycle?
40 years
How/where did you learn to ride?
Dad taught me on a dirt bike in (very south)
Louisiana down alongside the bayous and
intercoastal waters.
What got you into motorcycles?
It’s in my DNA
What was your first motorcycle?
1979 YZ 80 Yamaha
What motorcycle would you ride if money were
no object?
Of course, a CVO Street Glide.
What's your favorite stretch of road to ride?
Deals Gap
Where is your dream motorcycle adventure?
Just to be able to get on my ride with nowhere in
mind and be gone for 6 months.
What advice would you give to someone who
wants to ride their own motorcycle?
Pick your personality style bike and go from there.
What would you sing at karaoke night?
I don’t sing, sorry.
What’s your favorite food?
Real Cajun food

What’s your favorite song at the moment?
Turn the radio on to 106.9
Who is your favorite Houston AREA #1 H.O.G.
Chapter member?
Not getting pulled into that one, I have no
favorites!
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Interview with Eddie Rivera
EDDIE RIVERA
SALES MANAGER
MANCUSO HARLEY-DAVIDSON CROSSROADS
How long have
you been with
Mancuso?
I started with
Mancuso in March
of 2020.
What did you do
when you started
at Mancuso?
Messed everything
up...joking!
I started as the
Sales manager of
Mancuso
Crossroads.

What kind of motorcycle do you currently ride?
2008 Softail Crossbones
What made you pick that particular
motorcycle?
It was a gift from my late godfather.
How many years have you been riding a
motorcycle?
I have been riding for six years.
How/where did you learn to ride?
I learned to ride on my friends (Suzuki) GSXR in
my neighborhood, and then took the MSF course
at Team Mancuso Powersport Gulf Freeway. Who
knew I would be working with the same company
six years later!
What got you into motorcycles?
When I was eight years old, my parents took me to
Joe’s Crab Shack for my birthday. When we
arrived there was a bunch of Harleys parked
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outside. Eight-year old me wanted to sit on one
and take a picture. After the picture I got off on the
right hand side and burned my leg on the exhaust.
Ever since that day I decided it would never
happen again! That day started my fascination with
motorcycles! P.S. I still burned my leg many times
since!
What was your first motorcycle?
My first motorcycle was a 2001 Sportster. It was
the only thing I could afford fresh out of high school
and it was my only transportation in college
for three years!
What motorcycle would you ride if money were
no object?
I would be riding a Road Glide CVO!
Where is your dream motorcycle adventure?
Riding to California and riding the Big Sur
Highway.
What advice would you give to someone who
wants to ride their own motorcycle?
Come on over to Mancuso Crossroads, pick one
out and just do it!! The motorcycle world has
changed my life. There is no better feeling than
jumping on a motorcycle and going anywhere!
Whether in a group or alone, riding takes all the
stresses of life away! I have met some of my
closest friends on two wheels, and am very
fortunate I was able to turn my passion
into a career. Riding a motorcycle will change your
life, do it.
What would you sing at karaoke night?
I wouldn't wish that upon my worst enemy.
What's your favorite food?
My favorite food is sushi!
What's your favorite song at the moment?
My favorite song at the moment is Lemonade by
Don Toliver. Its catchy with a good beat! I'm sure
by the time you read this it will change.
Who is your favorite Houston AREA #1 H.O.G.
Chapter member?
Dusty and Thomas were the first members I met.
They made sure I felt right at home when I first
started. However, picking a favorite just would not
be fair! I really
appreciate
everything AREA
#1 does for our
dealership, and am
happy to see
everyone here.
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All Gave Some, Some Gave All
Patriotism these
days sometimes
seems a lot like
Christmas – lots of
people caught up
in a festive
atmosphere with
lights and
spectacles. We
hear reminders
about “the true
meaning” of
Christmas.
But most of us
spend more time
and thought in
parties, gift-giving,
and the other
customs of a secularized holiday than we do
deepening our devotion to the true meaning. So it
is with patriotism, especially on Memorial Day,
Flag Day, Independence Day, and Veterans Day.
Walk down Main Street America and ask one
citizen after another what patriotism means, and
with few exceptions, you’ll get a passel of the most
self-righteous but superficial and often dead-wrong
answers. America’s Founders, the men and
women who gave us the original reasons to be
patriotic, would think we’ve lost our way if they
could see us now.
Since the infamous attacks of September 11,
2001, Americans in near unanimity have been
“feeling” patriotic. For most, that sadly suffices to
make one a solid patriot. But if I’m right, it’s time
for Americans to take a refresher course.
Patriotism
is not just
love of
country, if by
“country” you
mean scenery
– amber
waves of
grain, purple
mountain
majesty, and
the like.
Almost every country has pretty collections of
rocks, water, and stuff that people grow and eat.
If that’s what patriotism is all about, then
Americans have precious little for which we can
claim any special or unique love. And surely,
patriotism cannot mean giving one’s life for a river
or a mountain range.
Patriotism is not blind trust in anything our
leaders tell us or do. It was then and will always be
about “We the People.” Waving the flag can be an

outward sign of patriotism, but I subscribe to a
patriotism rooted in ideas that in turn gave birth to
a country, but it’s the ideas that I think of when I’m
feeling patriotic. I’m a patriotic American because I
revere the ideas that motivated the Founders and
compelled them, in many instances, to put their
lives, fortunes, and sacred honor on the line.
What ideas?
Read the
Declaration of
Independence
again. Or, if
you’re like most
Americans
these days,
read it for the
very first time.
It’s all there. All
men are created equal. They are endowed not by
government but by their Creator with certain
unalienable rights. Premier among those rights are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Government must be limited to protecting the
peace and preserving our liberties, and doing so
through the consent of the governed.
It’s the right of a free people to rid themselves of
a government that becomes destructive of those
ends, as our Founders did in a supreme act of
courage and defiance more than two hundred
years ago.
Call it freedom. Call it liberty. Call it whatever you
want, but it’s the bedrock on which this nation was
founded and from which we stray at our peril. It’s
what has defined us as Americans. It’s what
almost everyone who has ever lived on this planet
has yearned for. It makes life worth living, which
means it’s worth fighting and dying for.
This is within my core and gets me through the
roughest and most cynical times. My patriotism is
never affected by any politician’s failures, any
shortcoming of
government
policy, or any
slump in the
economy or
stock market. I
never cease to
get that “rush”
that comes from
watching Old
Glory flapping in
the breeze, or the sincere hurt I feel when I see the
flag laid over the casket of one of our military, law
enforcement or first responders, no matter how
younger generations have departed from the
original meaning of those stars and stripes.
Please see “Some Gave All” on page 11
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L.O.H. Looks to Build Relationships Among Chapter Ladies
The purpose of our
Ladies of Harley
group (L.O.H.) is to
create a welcoming
place for all ladies
within our Chapter,
whether you ride or
are a passenger.
We hold monthly
meetings where
spouses/significant
others are welcome.
Once there, we split
up into two tables so
the ladies can
conduct our business
meeting.
Things we discuss are ideas for L.O.H. Slacker
rides, L.O.H. social ideas, and volunteer
opportunities. Some of our fun socials in the past
have been roller skating night, Hamburger Mary’s
Sunday brunch, bingo, and paint night. I also
taught a class on how to make a chunky blanket!
Last year, we had an L.O.H. ride called Asses,
Chickens, and Great Danes to play with some
animals. If you haven’t already figured it out, many
of us ladies love animals!
In normal, non-Rona years we usually get
together to decorate bras/fake boobs for the
annual Breast Cancer ride. That didn’t happen this
year, but I will share a fun pic or two of the end
results. The breast cancer spectacle is my second
favorite ride event of the whole year! It’s so sad
that we missed out on these really great
gatherings this year.
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The ladies also have an annual Christmas gettogether to exchange gifts and make jello shots for
the Chapter party. Last year, we had a white
elephant gift
exchange where we
had a bit of llama
drama and we also
played a silly game
for prizes.
I would love to see
more of our ladies
participate in all of
the events. There is
a gift card given out

at every L.O.H.
meeting, and
we play games
for prizes
during our
annual
Christmas gettogether. I
hope to see you at the next L.O.H. gathering. You
might even gain a new friend or three!
TINA “TEENER” WATSON – L.O.H. DIRECTOR
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Houston AREA #1 H.O.G. Chapter
Jim Krueger Memorial Mileage Challenge
Encouraging Chapter Members To Ride A Lot!

Members reporting mileage this quarter: 51
Total miles ridden for this quarter: 198,167
2020 – Third Quarter Mileage Report
These riders have earned bragging rights as the Highest Mileage Riders for the quarter!

Matt “Tex” Gallien Jr.
17017 miles
Steve Koinm
Mistie Koinm
Jose Ramirez
Phillip Springer
Peter Pesola
Larry Atkins
Jill Benge
David Calvert
Jim Shinabarger
Dusty Moore
Thomas Moore
Mickey Litherland
Michael Sowers
Rick Beckham
Ulan Thacker
Dirk Kretschman
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9458
9287
5882
5195
4478
4462
4409
4050
3991
3991
3989
3321
3097
3086
3063
2968

Jo Protz
11121 miles

Walt Barnett
Richard Lackey
John Benham
Maynard Chance
Joanne Thacker
John Watson
Tina Watson
Roy Garcia
Doug Huber
Tim Foxworthy
Steven Trapp
Michael Peled
John Crawford
Mike Slocum
Arthur Ramirez
Steve Roberts

Daniel Protz
10135 miles
2879
2769
2675
2665
2594
2131
1913
1674
1490
1418
1351
1034
817
771
754
552

Steve Angelo
Margaret Wilson
Mark Wilson
Nancy Chiczewski
Libby Springer
Combined Miles:
Janet Bryant
Thomas Baldwin
Robert Sexton
Daniel Barrios
David Stafford
Susan Lingenfelter
Rick Masone
Passenger:
LeeAnn Bottoms
Donna Moody
Jan Trapp
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549
339
336
133
9
27981
12358
3133
1985
1743
1572
541
3159
2390
1351

Biker Superstitions —In Your Head?
While searching
the Internet I
stumbled across
an article about
biker
superstitions.
I had to stop and
think, do I have
any
superstitions?
I had never heard
of a couple of
these
superstitions
before. I do find
that I believe in
some of these,
but I have never thought of them as superstitions.
Do YOU have any superstitions?
Dropping your helmet:
"As goes your helmet, so goes your head"
It's considered bad luck to wear a helmet that's
been dropped. Plastic can crack, foam can
compress, and the helmet won't provide as much
protection as it did before the hit. Be very careful
not to drop your helmet.
The Snell Memorial Foundation answered the
question:
Q: “I dropped my helmet! Do I have to go buy a
new one?”
A: “Generally, the answer is probably not. Helmets
are one-use items, but are quite durable
otherwise, at least the ones we certify.”
Even if a helmet is never dropped, most helmet
manufacturers recommend replacing it every five
years regardless of any signs of damage. Since
1974, all helmets sold in the U.S. must have the
month and date of production stamped on them.
If you aren’t sure how old your helmet is, you can
check the chin strap or permanent labeling. If
there's no date at all, the helmet should definitely
be replaced sooner rather than later.

Guardian Bells:
Many riders attempt to ward off bad juju with
guardian bells. The legend goes that gremlins try
to latch onto your bike and cause mischief,
mechanical failures, and even
wrecks!
A bell on your bike will attract
these spirits and then trap
them inside. The constant
jangling of the bell drives
them insane, at which point
they let go and fall harmlessly
to the ground. Some bikers
also attach a bell to their left
swing-arm to pay homage to
a fallen biker buddy!
It is also believed that a rider
cannot buy their own bell; it
must be gifted to them by a fellow rider. The gift
tends to create a friendship, a bond, and a
potential riding buddy for life. And when you look
at it that way, maybe this motorcycle superstition
isn’t so bad after all.
Green motorcycles:
Some believe that green motorcycles are bad luck.
This belief goes back to World War II. Allied
messengers and
scouts often rode
green motorcycles
and were often
targets for snipers,
preventing them
from delivering
important
messages. Our
Chapter has its
own examples of
green bikes being
trouble...just ask
the guy pictured to
the right for details.
Riding with the rear pegs down:
Another way gremlins can hitch a ride is if your
passenger pegs are down when you do not have a
passenger. Gremlins view this as an invitation to
hop on and cause trouble.
This can sometimes be a complicated superstition,
because if you’re riding in a funeral procession in
honor of a fellow fallen rider, you’re supposed to
have the pegs down so that your friend can “enjoy
one last ride.” Make sure to have a gremlin bell, so
this isn’t a problem.
Please see “Superstitions” on page 14
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DIY Siren Installation
One of the things
that happens
when I buy a bike
is that I sit around
all the time trying
to figure out other
cool things I can
do to customize it
and make it my
own.
Well, the other
day, I’m cleaning
my bike REALLY
well, and I have
the side covers
off...where the
fuses go (because
I’m cleaning it inside and out!)...and I see this
connector that I can’t identify. I like to know what
ALL the connectors are for.
So, I unplug it and it’s just connected to a blank
piece of plastic. Seems that it is there for
connecting an accessory I do not have. A little
research and I see that it is
for the siren that is an
optional part of the security
system.
That means I have to pull
out my handy multi-meter
and see what is going on
here. It looks like one wire is
a ground, one wire is
switched 12V, and the other
wire has no voltage on it. I turn the bike on or off,
and it gets a momentary blip of 12V as the lights
flash. That sends me off to eBay to look for Piezo
sirens. I found a 2-pack of 12V Piezo sirens for
$20 (so I can add this to Mistie’s Trike).
A little more research finds that the mate to this
connector is available from NAMZ (part# NMD410016 or Drag Specialties (part# 2120-0555).
Plenty of places had them
available for $7 each, but I
chose a another eBay seller
at $8.39 each with free
shipping.
Harley provides the right
part to do the same thing,
and it is actually more fullfeatured with an internal
battery and even a
transmitter to a remote to let you know that
something is going on. But I was content with a
simple solution that added a little extra
10

functionality for just $20. So, with the parts in
hand, I built a couple of cheap sirens that chirp
when the bike is armed/disarmed and squeal like a
banshee if you somehow set off the alarm! Here is
how to make and install one on a touring bike.
First, it is important to know
which way is up. The
connector has a little pip on it
that the mating connector
holds in order to keep it from
disconnecting while on the
bike. That is the top and the
end that the pins come out of.

Next, you need to understand
which way the wires need to
go. There are 2 wires to the
siren and places for 3 pins.
We will be using the left-most
(looking from the wire end)
and the center for this.

And since you will not be
able to put the rubber seal on
after we have made the
connections, it needs to be
slipped over the wires
now...red to the outside, black
in the middle.
You will need a specific type of crimper to put
the pins on correctly. If you do not have one, hit
me up and I can point you in the right direction of a
couple folks who have it. Or you can actually make
these connections with a small pair of needle-nose
pliers.
Try to get the crimp around the wires to form
them into a nice square. There is a shorter piece
that goes across the wire first, then the longer
piece covers that up and helps square things up.
The final pieces actually crimp around the
insulation to help hold it all in place. Once that is
done, you will notice the pins are toward one edge
of the square.
Please see “DIY Siren Installation” on page 11
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“DIY Siren Installation” continued from page 10
That side of the connector
needs to go toward the
bottom of the connector. That
will place the pins in the right
place.

The last step is to connect the
siren to the connector on the
bike and place it on the shelf
that is meant for this siren.
You may want to zip tie this
onto something. In my case,
it was a nice tight fit.

As you can see when
matched to the other
connector, the pins are
toward the bottom, not in the
middle or top. If the pins will
not slide into the connector
correctly, you may need to
help square them up or get
them a little tighter until they
fit nice and snug.

Now, when I turn my bike
on or off, I have a little chirp!
And if I set off the alarm, it will
let anyone else around know
to make sure that the right
person is messing with the
bike!

Now you are ready to push
the rubber seal into the
connector from the back side
and complete your connector
to the siren.

STEVE “PHROGG” KOINM – ASST. DEPUTY
BOSS ROAD CAPTAIN

“Some Gave All” continued from page 5

built, and most Americans simply take these
freedoms for granted.
As the proud son of an American hero who paid
the ultimate price and died in Vietnam, I know that
freedom is never free. Let us all look deep within
ourselves and know and appreciate our patriotism,
our liberty, and our freedom. Let us remember the
words of Abraham Lincoln: “I like to see a man
proud of the
place in which
he lives, and I
like to see a
man live, so his
place will be
proud of him.”

Freedom – understanding it, living it, teaching it,
breathing it, and supporting those who are
educating others about its principles, and above
honoring those who
have died to provide
it. That, my fellow
Houston AREA #1
H.O.G. family, is
what patriotism
should mean to each
of us today and
every day.
Memorial Day is the day we honor and pay
tribute to the men and women who paid the
ultimate sacrifice and died for our country. It is
upon their
blood, courage,
and sacrifice
that the
cornerstone we
all live upon and
enjoy our very
freedoms is

PHILLIP SPRINGER – ROAD CAPTAIN
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Riding Pants: Fashion vs. Safety
I was looking at the
jeans at Mancuso
HD the other day
and thinking about
how cute they
were, but were
they really safe for
riding? Most of us
have leather
jackets, gloves,
chaps, and of
course helmets,
but when it comes
to our pants most
of us wear jeans.
I am talking about
cute fashion jeans.
So, I started
looking at the jeans
for riding and they really do have some cute ones
now that also offer protection.
Most of them come with the added protection in
the knee area and then there are some that have
pads you can put in the hip area, too (YIKES,
bigger hips). So I decided to look around and see if
I could find some information on the best jeans/
riding pants to wear to be safe, but still be in
fashion. If you know me, then you know there is no
way that I am going to NOT be in style.
In doing my research, I found that if we are
wearing street jeans to ride then we may as well be
wearing nothing. Street jeans do not have the fiber
density to withstand several seconds of sliding on
asphalt. Basically, they are just not thick enough to
be used for motorcycle riding.
Street jeans are essentially one layer of denim or
dungaree which are both cotton fabrics. Even the
heaviest single layer of denim cannot offer the
abrasion resistance needed to protect you in case
of a fall. On top of that the stitching used in street
jeans is not as strong as the stitching used in
motorcycle-specific pants. Street jeans may help
you if you trip, or even tumble off a skateboard or
bicycle but they can actually still sustain some
damage in those cases.
Here are some options I found:
• Motorcycle underpants: If you
wish to stay in your street
pants, then this is an option.
Protective underpants aren’t as
widely available but some
manufacturers offer
underlayers made from Kevlar
or other strong material. You
can keep the style of your
favorite jeans while still having
a layer of abrasion resistance underneath!
12

Motorcycle overpants: As the
name implies, overpants are
designed to fit over the pants
you are already wearing, so
they will be slightly baggy in
appearance. They will generally
be a little more functional than
riding jeans with even more
abrasion resistant material,
more reinforcement, even better
stitching, and more color
choices (including high visibility
options). Some may also be
waterproof.
• Motorcycle riding jeans: These offer the most
seamless transition from a pair of street jeans.
Riding jeans, however, have several advantages
– they are made from heavier denim, they are
lined with abrasion-resistant material such as
Kevlar or Aramid, they feature double- or triplestitching, high impact areas are reinforced, and
you can insert foam pads. Prices range from
around the $100 - $300 mark, but considering the
fact that some designer street labels cost that
much or more it’s definitely worth the money.
• Textile motorcycle pants: Textile pants are
generally made from abrasion-resistant fabric
such as Cordula or Aramid. This is the best
abrasion resistance you can get outside of
leather. You’ll get the benefit of reinforcement,
better stitching, and color options. In addition,
most will feature built-in armor and some will
even offer you the ability to fit knee pucks.
• Leather motorcycle chaps or
pants: At the top of the
protection ladder is leather,
which offers the most abrasion
resistance. While textile gear is
generally good for one use,
leather may be reused,
repaired, and cleaned. Many
leather products are also made
with matching jackets that you
can purchase separately, or you
can mix and match. Overall, that
will ensure maximum coverage
and protection.
To sum it up, next time you are
shopping for riding jeans, keep in
mind the options above and
choose what makes you feel the most comfortable
and in style. We all have our own sense of fashion
and I am guilty of placing fashion over safety
myself, but at least we do have options to remain in
style and still be safe if we choose to do so.
•

JAN TRAPP — VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
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The Biker’s Wave or Salute
A little known fact
by those who don’t
ride motorcycles is
that we riders
consider ourselves
part of a
community. Now,
I’m not talking about
the organizations
that riders belong
to, or the clubs, chapters, groups, or gangs we
ride with, or even the types of bikes we ride. I am
talking about any person that hits the road on a
two- or three-wheeled vehicle with the wind in their
hair, or in some of our cases the wind upon our
bald heads. We are part of a community to live
free and ride free.
It’s an automatic family. We acknowledge each
other on the road, help each other when stuck or
in need of help, and even buy each other a drink
when saddled up to the bar. Nothing is more
evident of this
fact than the
biker’s wave/
salute.
You will
almost always
see two bikers
acknowledge
each other
when they pass
each other in different directions. This dates back
to the days when a motorcycle was not a common
site on the road. So it really began as an
acknowledgement of union between the free
wheelers. As the popularity of motorcycles has
increased, the sense of community remains. There
are a lot of different greetings that can occur
between passing bikers.
The biker wave is as old as motorcycles. Some
believe that it was started in 1904 when HarleyDavidson partners Arthur Davidson and William
Harley passed each other and waved. It was noted
by passersby and believed to be etiquette among
riders. Or so the tale goes.
Here are a few of the waves:
The Low Wave – Extend the left arm downward at
a forty-five degree angle (straight out is a left turn
signal). There are variations of the low wave:
• A fist with index and middle fingers extended
together – a biker’s gesture to another biker,
no matter what kind of bike they are riding.
• A fist with the index and middle fingers
extended, but spread apart – A peace sign
meaning “peace on the road.” (editors note:

can also mean keep two wheels on the road!)
• Thumb and index finger making a circle other
three fingers extended – The “OK” sign saying,
“I’m okay, you’re okay.” Can also be a question
asking if the other rider is okay.
• All five fingers extended, palm-facing forward –
the “low five.”
The Two Finger Flip – The left hand remains on
the grip, but the index and middle fingers come up.
This is often used by crotch rocket types because
the forward leaning position can make it a little
awkward to take the left hand off the bar. Also
used by bikes of all types in traffic when the rider
doesn’t quite feel safe taking a hand off the bars.
The Four-Finger Wiggle – The left hand remains
on the grip, but all four fingers come up and are
wiggled side-to-side a little. Used in the same
situations as the Two Finger Flip.
The Mini-Wave – The left hand comes a couple of
inches off the grip to flash a wave before going
back to the grip.
The Peace Sign – The left hand makes a fist with
the index and middle fingers extended and spread.
The “Dusty Salute” – This is an AREA #1 special
wave/salute, not created by, but without a doubt
perfected by our own Dusty Moore. The rider
raises either arm with a closed fist, then extends
the middle finger out straight. It can be used to
express a fun-loving gesture and salutation to
those you care about, or for those that cut you off
in traffic...well it provides a clear message, but it’s
not so loving.
Editor’s note: The following safety/social protocols
were taken from a Bike Bandit Internet article by
Aaron Cortez about when not to wave:
• Anytime you need to use the controls – (safety)
your full attention is needed on braking and
clutching
• When you are riding hard corners – (safety)
your full attention is needed on braking and
clutching
• At intersections – (safety) your full attention is
needed on braking, clutching, and monitoring
traffic
• At a major bike meet or ride – (social) if you’re
at a big rally or meet, it’s okay if you don’t
wave…just focus on clutching your bike
forward at 1.5 MPH, and finding a parking spot
without overheating. (your girl can wave all she
wants, however)
• While commuting – (social) it’s the middle of
the work week, let’s focus on getting to work in
one piece.
PHILLIP SPRINGER — ROAD CAPTAIN
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Want To Be A Chapter Officer? SPEAK UP!!
Becoming an
officer for the best
H.O.G. Chapter in
Houston was an
easy decision for
me. For the first six
months Jan and
I were with the
Chapter, it was
difficult learning
everyone’s names
and fitting in.
But after we had
been with the
Chapter for about
a year and started
figuring things out,
I knew I wanted
more. Don’t get me wrong, I was happy just being
a member. Maybe it was the Army in me telling me
to seek more (editor’s note…be all that you can
be!). Whatever it was, I’m glad I did.
Becoming an officer can take a little bit of time.
If you desire to be an officer, I think that Richard
Asher, Jill Benge, Micky Litherland, Tim
Foxworthy, and Steve Koinm are the officers you
want to talk to. If you desire to become an officer,
start talking to other officers in March or April. The
new officer positions are announced at the
Chapter Christmas party in December. If you don’t
speak up early, you may lose your chance.
Who gets selected to be an officer? Well,
usually, attendance to Chapter functions, such as

meetings and rides plays a huge part in the
selection process. If you have any leadership traits
and are outgoing, this usually also helps. But, if
the right people don’t know, you cannot be
considered. If you’re not chosen the first time
around, stick
with it. Your time
will come.
What is
required from an
officer? Monthly
officer meetings
and countless
emails are just a
few of the things
that officers find
themselves
dealing with.
Depending on
your position,
you may have action items throughout the month
that need to be resolved. Mainly, it’s not a difficult
job. But, in order for our great Chapter to succeed,
all officers go the extra mile.
If you think you want to be an officer, all of the
Chapter officers are available to offer guidance
and answer all your questions. I hope to see a few
new officers in the next couple of years. Our
Chapter is full of great people and I would be
proud to serve with any one of you as an officer.

“Superstitions” continued from page 9

ceremonies are
usually nondenominational.
The first mass
blessing of this
nature was held
for bicycles in
1999 at the
Cathedral of
Saint John the
Divine in New York City.
The Black Sheep riders were kind enough to
provide this service for our Chapter in 2020 at the
beginning of the year right after our Chapter
meeting.

Stopping to help other riders:
Every rider should practice this habit, not only for
luck, but because it's the right thing to do.
If you see a fellow rider on the side of the road
(they may be broken down, have hit a pothole, be
out of gas, or getting a quick drink), superstition
says you should stop and check on them. We have
to watch out for each other out there. Additionally,
if you are on your bike and break down, placing
your helmet on the roadside about 20 feet back
from your bike is a universal sign of distress and
will typically cause riders to stop and offer to help.
Blessing of the Bikes:
One of the first events of the year that many riders
attend is a Blessing of the Bikes ceremony in
hopes that it will bring safety for the upcoming
months. Since riders come from all spiritual paths,
14
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OFFICER and ROAD CAPTAIN

DUSTY “QUEEN” MOORE — MEMBERSHIP
DIRECTOR and PHOTOGRAPHER
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Why Your Articles Matter
At a recent
gathering, I was
sitting with GC
(Grumpy Cat, aka
Richard Delgado,
our Chapter
Treasurer), and we
were discussing
ideas about
newsletter articles.
Or, I should say
Richard was telling
me how I should
write an article
about a recent off-

road incident I had.
I found this ironic, since GC has never written an
article for the newsletter, even though his best
friend, Big Daddy (aka Richard Asher), who
happens to be the Chapter Director, has mandated
that all Chapter
officers submit an
article each quarter.
I pointed out to GC
that he too had a
fairly recent off-road
incident that would
make for an
interesting article,
especially if he
wrote it from the
perspective of his thumb, which got injured in this
incident. GC just gave me his “oh gosh” smile and
said writing wasn’t one of his talents.
One of GC’s friends from the old days, Phillip
Springer (I’m not aware that Phillip has a road
name), has been a writing machine since he
rejoined the Chapter. He has inspired us with the
story of his father, a Viet Nam War hero, and
Phillip’s search for the men of his father’s unit. This
quarter, Phillip has some interesting things to say
about patriotism and road etiquette. Hey Phillip,
think you can give GC a little encouragement on
article writing?!?
Our Secretary, Tank (aka John Watson), has to
keep track of mileage for the Chapter and submit it
to H.O.G. National. At the end of each quarter
Tank has to eNcourAGe Chapter members via
FaceBook and eBlasts and whatever other media
he can think of to submit their mileage. The first
weekend in October, when Tank was collecting his
mileage, I sent mine in well before the Sunday
midnight deadline via text. I also texted “there’s my
mileage, now where is your article?” All I got back
from Tank was “HA!”

John’s wife Teener (Tina), our L.O.H. Director,
has written some pretty good articles in the past,
but came up dry for an idea for the second quarter.
I had been teasing her about missing that deadline
because she is usually so dependable. At our
October Chapter meeting, she sidled up to me
(wearing star-spangled tights with Tank’s balls in
the crotch!) and told me she had an article and
some pictures on a USB drive for her next article.
I feigned a heart attack and gasped “thanks…”
Teener slugged me in the chest with a wicked grin
on her face...her and Dusty delight in beating on
me, I guess because I rub my ‘nads all over their
bikes pretty much every chance I get!
Brother Road Captains Foxman (Tim Foxworthy)
and Phrogg (Steve Koinm) are two of the most
prolific article writers in the Chapter, and write
some very interesting pieces. Foxman’s articles
are thought-provoking looks at how he got started
riding motorcycles and various trends in
motorcycle culture. Phrogg is the master of biker
DYI articles. He’s shown us how to modify our
bikes with sirens and antenna mounts, build
garage accessories, and told us the difference
between motorcycle clubs and riding clubs.
Phrogg’s passion for writing articles has spread
to his wife Mistie (our resident Dually driver). She
has written a couple of articles on how she has
personalized her Dually (Trike) to fit her needs.
The point of this article is to show that you don’t
have to be a professional writer, be extremely
creative, or be a Chapter officer to get an article
printed in the Houston AREA #1 newsletter (over
the past 3 years, 25% of the articles have been
written by non-officers). Our riding experiences,
our off-bike interests, and our personalities are
unique to each of us and are interesting to other
Chapter members.
Articles about these qualities and our pasts give
others more insight into our lives. The better we
know each other, the more invested we are with
each other as a Chapter. I have used Chapter
members nicknames to illustrate that our Chapter
is like a close family. One of my favorite stories is
how Chapter member Wayne Washburn got his
nickname, “Buzzard.” You’ll have to go back to the
Chapter 2019, Issue 3 Newsletter for that story.
This is my challenge to y’all...if you have a road
name, submit a short article about how you got
that name. We’ll include them in the 4th quarter
newsletter. I bet Tank and TKill and GC can do
that!
DAVID “MARRVELL” CALVERT – EDITOR and
ROAD CAPTAIN
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